We consider the microfoundations controversy from the perspective of economic evolution and show that the debate can benefit from lessons learned in evolutionary biology. Although the analogy between biology and economics has been noted before, it has rarely focused on clarifying the micro-macro distinction in economic theory and modelling. The macroevolution controversy in biology has generated testable theories such as the existence of punctuated equilibria in evolutionary history, the distinction between selection and sorting, and group selection. The micro-macro debate is further developed in biology than in economics due to a greater degree of specialisation and interaction of various sub-disciplines. The task for economists is to distinguish between insights directly relevant for economic theory and ones that hinge on unique features of biological systems. We argue that both micro and macro processes drive economic change and that macroeconomic change cannot be explained by micro level optimising alone. We show that debates in biology about group selection and punctuated equilibria are directly relevant to understanding economic evolution. The distinction between reductionism and holism is of little use and in its place a hierarchical approach is proposed. This allows for both upward and downward causation and interaction between levels. Specific topics incorporating ideas from evolutionary theory into economics are: economic exaptations, macroeconomic consequences of institutions, and group selection. Two insights are: selection (sorting) can occur at levels above the individual firm; and, macroeconomic theories can be formulated without reference to firm level descriptions. Micro and macro approaches to economic change are complementary.
I. Introduction
Different approaches have been followed to solve this problem (see Janssen 1998) . One is to set constraints on micro-level functions so that micro-level distribution plays no role in terms of macro-level outcomes, and no information is lost in the aggregation. Alternatively, restrictions can be placed on the values taken by the micro-level variables, based on marginal rules motivated by rational behaviour. Whichever path is taken, it is impossible for both aggregate variables to be equal to the sum of micro-level variables, and for macro relationships (e.g. sectoral production functions) to be analogous to micro-level counterparts (firm production functions). This suggests that it is futile to search for a definite and unique microfoundation for macroeconomic relationships. Micro-and macroeconomic theories and models should be regarded as complementary.
It is not the purpose of this paper to criticise microeconomic models, which we think have provided, and still may generate, many useful insights. We argue that microeconomic and macroeconomic models can provide independent and complementary descriptions of economies. We support this view by linking the micro-macro debate to a similar debate in evolutionary biology. Consequently, our discussion takes place within a context of evolutionary economic change and the forces that drive it. One central implication of this is that the criterion of "efficiency", which is central to the microfoundations interpretation of economic change, is much too narrow to describe the complex reasons for change in the macro economy (see Bromley 1990) . Our motivation for considering the micro-macro debate in biology is that it has been discussed from many more angles, due to a more advanced specialisation, interaction between and integration of various subdisciplines, such as molecular biology (biochemistry), genetics, population theory, ecology and palaeontology.
The framework of evolutionary biology may enrich traditional economic analysis by taking into account a wider range of phenomena. As Hodgson (1995, xxi) argues: "Recognition of the shared problems of complexity in both biology and economics may lead economists to place less faith in methodological individualism and to recognise the legitimacy of levels and units of analysis above the individual." Consideration of recent controversies over micro and macro processes in evolutionary biology can shed light on parallel controversies in economic theory: (1) Biology provides a relevant description of evolutionary change using a delineation of hierarchies of selection and the movement up and down these hierarchies. This involves a range of theories, including Darwinian selection at the micro level as well as macro-level theories of sorting. (2) Evolutionary biology shows the explanatory power of focusing on group dynamics rather than regarding macro phenomena as simply the sum of the uncoordinated actions of individuals. Theories of group selection, and how the outcomes of group selection differ from individual selection, are well developed in biology. As in biology, co-operation as well as competition plays a fundamental role in economic evolution.
II. Survival of the Fittest and Beyond: Parallel Controversies in Biology and Economics
The field of evolutionary biology is today a major centre of activity in the philosophy of science, much as classical physics was the centre for most of this century. And if some fields of science are further along in their understanding of reality, related fields should make sure that their explanations are consistent with the latest discoveries and insights (Wilson 1998) . Just as classical mechanics gave birth to the positivist philosophy of neo-classical economics, so too can evolutionary biology be the guide for new approaches to economics. Of course, any appeal to biology for insights into how economies work must be done with caution. The task for economists is to distinguish between insights that are directly relevant for economic theory, and those that hinge on unique features of biological systems. The latter may be either useless or stimulate new lines of thought.
Evolutionary theories have been central to both economics and biology for well over one hundred years. For the most part, however, applications of evolutionary theory by economists have been limited to rather crude applications of Darwinian natural selection. As Hodgson (1992 Hodgson ( , 1993a ) points out, it was Herbert Spencer's "survival of the fittest" interpretation of Darwin that had the greatest impact on the formation of neo-classical economic thought. In biology also, for the first three-quarters of the twentieth century, the "Modern Synthesis" held sway with its emphasis on gradual change, competition, and adaptation. The view of evolutionary change held by biology was compatible with the corresponding orthodoxy in economics, the Neo-classical Synthesis. A long list of economists (Alchian 1950 , Enke 1951 , Friedman 1953 , Hirshleifer 1977 , Tullock 1979 ) used the analogy of natural selection to reinforce the neo-classical model and to argue for the superiority of market outcomes. For the most part, the application of evolutionary ideas to economics is still limited to fairly crude survival-of-the-fittest metaphors.
Although valiant attempts were made in the past to apply evolutionary theory to economics (Marshall 1898 , Schumpeter 1949 , Veblen 1898 , the effort was hampered by the dominance of theories of evolution in biology that almost exclusively emphasised gradual change and adaptation at the margin, and minimised the importance of sweeping, discontinuous change (Hodgson 1993a ). Schumpeter, among others, explicitly rejected biological analogies because at the time he was writing, biological evolution was seen as a slow, incremental process (Hodgson 1993a) . Georgescu-Roegen (1989) argues that Schumpeter's views of economic evolution through gales of "creative destruction" anticipated current views of biological evolution as occurring in discontinuous jumps Mesner 1998, Mesner and Gowdy 1999) .
The emphasis of economic models on gradualism and optimisation began to be seriously challenged in the 1970s when heterodox economists such as Boulding (1970) and GeorgescuRoegen (1971) introduced the concept of entropy to describe economic change as an irreversible, thermodynamic process. A breakthrough in legitimising non-equilibrium approaches to evolutionary economics was the publication in 1982 of Nelson and Winter's "An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change". This book paved the way for a variety of approaches to evolutionary economics, both near and remote from the mainstream. More recently, concepts from evolutionary biology such as path dependence (Arthur 1989 , David 1985 , self-organisation (Foster 1997 , Witt 1998 , and co-evolution (Brander and Taylor 1998, Norgaard 1992 ) are beginning to have an impact on economic thinking. Economists working with anthropologists and behavioural psychologists are developing realistic models of human behaviour in its social and biological context (Gintis 2000 , Tversky and Kahneman 1974 , 1981 , Hodgson 1997 . Even among heterodox economists, however, the opinion is still pervasive that methodological individualism is the preferred approach to economic problems and that economic change is progressive and driven by efficiency improvements at the margin.
The points of conflict in contemporary economics and evolutionary biology are remarkably similar. As in the field of economics, many prominent biologists decry the empty formalism of mathematical modelling (Mayr 1982) . Others (Gould and Lewontin 1979) challenge the "Panglossian" view that all evolutionary change is for the better because it is the result of marginal improvements in "fitness". On the other hand, the "traditionalists" argue that micro-biological principles can explain all evolutionary change -including morphology, the complexities of individual behaviour, ecological relationships (co-evolution) and social behaviour (sociobiology) -and that there is no need for concepts of macroevolution (Dawkins 1976 , Dennett 1995 , Maynard Smith 1987 .
Central features of the neo-Darwinian view of evolution by natural selection are: (1) sexual recombination and point mutation within structural genes are the main source of variability in organisms, and (2) evolutionary change is determined by natural selection working on variations in phenotype; those organisms that best fit their environment survive (Lewin 1980) . The first statement implies that the pace of evolution is gradual and the second statement implies that the forces of adaptation determine the phenotype (morphology, physiology, behaviour, etc.) of an organism. Both statements are consistent with a micro-level approach to describing biological structure and changes therein. Two important higher-level theories of evolution have been proposed in addition to the traditional Darwinian selection of genes or individuals, namely group selection and punctuated equilibrium. Both these theories imply that there exist "higher level" selection processes, that is, higher than natural selection acting solely on individuals.
III. Group Selection
One of the most hotly debated topics in evolutionary biology is group selection, a concept whose definition has become increasingly slippery (Wynne-Edwards 1962, E.O. Wilson 1975 , Ruse 1979 , Sober 1981 , Boyd and Richerson 1985 , Trivers 1985 , Alexander 1987 , WynneEdwards 1991 , D.S. Wilson 1997 , Sober and Wilson 1998 . Group selection means that the fitness of every member of the group depends on a group characteristic not isolated in an individual. Proponents of group selection argue that groups characterised by non-kin and nonreciprocal altruism may outcompete groups composed of selfish individuals or individuals showing only kin and reciprocal altruism. Opponents state that a basis for group inheritance is missing. Group selection challenges the neo-Darwinian view that all evolutionary change is driven by individual characteristics alone (Wynne-Edwards 1991). Its existence also challenges some of the basic assumptions underlying neo-classical utility theory and thus the microfoundations of welfare economics.
As recounted by Corning (1997) the first skirmish over group selection occurred in the 1960s with the publication of Wynne-Edwards (1962) book Animal Dispersion in Relation to Social Behaviour and the adverse reaction to it by Hamilton (1964a Hamilton ( , 1964b , Williams (1966) , and to a lesser extent E.O. Wilson (1975) . Sociobiology provided a strong opposition against ideas about group selection, arguing that social behaviour is the result of genetic or individual selection (Wilson 1975 ; a more extreme version is Dawkin's (1976) selfish gene interpretation; a good assessment of the sociobiology debate is Ruse, 1979) . Essential to sociobiological explanations of altruism are kin selection and reciprocal altruism, both of which attacked Wynne-Edward's formulation of group selection. Kin selection argued that apparently altruistic behaviour is genetically based because altruists are actually protecting their own genes by helping close relatives survive. Reciprocal altruism argued that apparent altruism was based on the expectation that favours would be returned.
For a few years after these exchanges any notion of group selection as a factor in evolution was considered to be unscientific. G.C. William's book "Adaptation and Natural Selection" (1966) was especially influential in debunking group selection. Sober and Wilson (1998, 5) write: "For the next decade [after the publication of William's book] group selection theory was widely regarded as not just false but as off-limits, as far as serious evolutionary thought was concerned." In the 1980s and 1990s, for a number of reasons, there has been a resurgence of interest in group or "multi-level" selection in biology (Wilson 1997) as well as social science (Boyd and Richerson 1985, White 1998) .
With regard to group selection, sociobiologists argued that there is no clear mechanism to ensure that an advantageous pattern of change for the group is replicated by the actions of the individuals in the group. In other words, if a characteristic valuable to the group is not also of value for the individual or better the "gene" (directly or indirectly) then it will not be passed on. According to Boehm (1997) , however, kin and reciprocal selection cannot explain generous acts towards non-kin that remain unreciprocated. Others argue that non-reciprocal and non-kin altruism is rare in animals and humans, and therefore group selection effects are weak, if they exist at all. Countering this claim are examples of supposedly non-kin based co-operation (Wilkinson 1990, Scheel and Packer 1991) . The existence of social cognition among humans suggests that group selection in human populations and thus in economic systems may be more significant, due to the fact that possible individual behaviour is elicited or suppressed by culture.
An important element in the discussion about group selection and altruism is free rider behaviour. Free riders will profit from the benefits of being part of the group without having the traits that assure these benefits. When the relative proportion of free riders in the group increases the benefits of the group and the characteristics of group selection will slowly disappear. In other words, group selection may work as long as the free riders do not dominate the group. Suppression of free rider behaviour may occur when resource scarcity and competition is low (it is relatively easy to be altruistic), but it may be less present when the latter are high (altruism implies a serious sacrifice). Typically, selective pressure is higher in the second case, so that individual selection will leave more of an impact than group selection. In human groups selfish behaviour may be suppressed by a variety of social mechanisms and institutions. If co-operating groups of humans are more likely to survive than non-co-operating ones then it is not necessarily beneficial to the survival of genes or individuals to be strictly selfish.
Bowles and Gintis (1999b) use a game theoretic approach to demonstrate the evolutionary feasibility of "strong reciprocity", that is, co-operative behaviour not based on reciprocal altruism (weak reciprocity) or kin altruism. They use their experimental results, and case studies of hunting and gathering societies, to argue that sharing is as much "normal" human behaviour as is selfishness. Recent work in game theory using data from biology, anthropology and psychology has shown that the distinction between altruistic and non-altruistic co-operation is so blurred it is of little or no use. Behavioural research using game theoretic models show that co-operative behaviour is the outcome when realistic options are allowed such as continuous communication among players and retaliation toward free riders. As summarised by Gintis (2000) games such as The Ultimatum Game (Güth et al. 1982) , The Public Goods Game (Isaac et al. 1994) , and the Public Goods Game with Retaliation (Dawes et al. 1986 ) consistently show that co-operative, group-beneficial behaviour is pervasive in human groups. Boyd and Richerson (1992) argue persuasively that when retaliation (punishment for anti-social behaviour) is allowed almost any conceivable behaviour may evolve in large groups. Bowles and Gintis (1999a, 1999b) examine the economics of egalitarianism focusing on the evolution of group selection and strong reciprocity. Using data from a variety of human societies, they argue that "Homo reciprocans" is as distinctively human as "Homo economicus". As D.S. Wilson (1999) points out, evolutionary models predict that a single population will contain a variety of behavioural patterns. Commenting on Bowles and Gintis' (1999a) paper he writes:
Economic models also frequently predict mixed outcomes, but the image of human populations as a community of interacting behavioral strategies has not emerged as strongly from economic theory as from evolutionary theory. It is therefore gratifying that Bowles and Gintis emphasize the possibility of more than one human nature; human populations may consist of a spectrum from extreme altruists to extreme sociopaths. In addition to this theoretical plausibility, there is growing empirical evidence that a propensity to cooperate or exploit forms an important axis of human behavioral variation. Seeing human groups as both communities of interacting strategies and (partially) adaptive units deserves to become a major theme in the future.
Empirical research on group selection as well as game-theoretic models showing the advantages of co-operation has lent support to the group selection argument. When applied to human populations with complex socio-economic systems of rewards and punishment, group selection can add to the explanatory power of macroevolutionary theories and models. For example, Boehm (1997) argues that human institutions have had a great impact on our physical evolution. During most of our existence as a species we lived in small bands of hunter-gatherers (Lee and Daly 1999) . Among these groups a highly stable "egalitarian syndrome" arose as a survival mechanism. Competition among males was reduced (see the articles in Gowdy 1998 , Lee 1993 as well as the intensity of selection within the group, thereby reducing variation among phenotypes (Boehm 1997, S100).
Most of the literature on altruism-co-operation-selfishness in economics focuses on the consumer. Perhaps this is because the profit motive that drives production seems transparently individualistic. The existence of strong reciprocity in human behaviour casts doubt on the standard model of economic man in utility theory and thus microeconomic based concepts of social welfare. Numerous economists have called for a broader conception of social welfare to include institutions and collective goals. We next turn to the punctuated equilibrium debate, which like group selection presents a macro perspective on evolutionary change.
IV. Punctuated Equilibrium
The second higher-level, macro-level theory is that of "punctuated equilibrium" first formulated by Eldredge and Gould (1972) . This theory has also been subject to much debate. When first proposed, this was not really a new theory but rather a new interpretation of palaeontological data. Eldredge and Gould merely claimed that the fossil record of "morphospecies" typically showed long periods of stasis interrupted by bursts of rapid change. As Gould and Eldredge (1993) point out, this finding is consistent with traditional explanations of evolution. Mayr (1959) and Wright (1931) , for example, formulated gene-based theories of species evolution that could produce relatively rapid changes in phenotypes. The idea that the pace of evolutionary change might be rapid, need only supplement, not overturn, traditional theory. The radical implication of punctuated equilibrium is that it challenges the idea that natural selection is the only important mechanism of evolutionary change. Gould and Eldredge (1993) state that evolution is a hierarchical process with natural selection operating at the individual level but with other biological, climatic, and biogeochemical changes also responsible for the array of species and ecosystems present at any given historical moment. According to Gould and Eldredge it is the notion of hierarchical selection that really embodies the radical content of punctuated equilibrium because it challenges the notion that what now exists must be present because it has won the struggle for survival at the micro level.
Many concepts spawned by the punctuated equilibrium debate are directly relevant to economics. To capture the difference between micro and macroevolution Gould and Vrba (1982) distinguish between "sorting" and "selection". Sorting is a broad term that simply means differential survival rates. Some species survive while others do not for a number of reasons including "selection", that is, Darwinian selection due to competitive pressure. Selection is a cause while sorting is a broader term merely indicating an outcome. Sorting can occur at all levels not just among individuals (or genes) in biology and not just among firms (or production techniques) in economics. Moreover, causes of differential survival rates can flow up or down the hierarchy. Vrba and Eldredge (1984) and Vrba and Gould (1986) give the following examples of sorting: non-Mendelian sorting of genetic elements ("hitch-hiking genes"), punctuated equilibria, and extrinsic control due to different climatic and geological histories. Examples of downward causation include the effects of individual selection on gene frequencies; the influence of species selection on individual organisms, and hitch-hiking genes. Upward selection occurs when genes affect organisms, when organisms affect species, or when random genetic drift ultimately gives rise to a selective advantage that can become dominant in a small genetically isolated population (Prothero 1992 ).
Gould and Vrba argue further that the term "adaptation" is too broad to describe the reality of natural selection. They propose to use the word adaptation to describe "any feature that promotes fitness and was built by selection for its current role" (Gould and Vrba 1982, 6 ). They use the term "exaptation" to refer to features that "evolved for other uses (or for no -opted' for their current role" (Gould and Vrba, 1982, 6 ). Exaptations are fit for their current role but were not designed for it. Their presence is due to a combination of micro and macroeconomic events and processes. Current utility should not be confused with reasons for origin. More than semantic nitpicking is involved here. Gould and Lewontin (1979) argue that the emphasis on adaptation to the exclusion of all other concerns has led researchers to overlook vital aspects of evolutionary change including higher sorting process.
The distinction between adaptation and exaptation is critical in describing the economic world. There are innumerable examples of technologies and products that were designed for one thing and proved to be useful for another. A well-known case is Thomas Edison's invention of the phonograph while working on a machine that would record telegraphic impulses on paper discs (Mokyr 1990, 286) . A more current case is the drug Viagara which was originally tested to treat angina and hypertension, until its well-known side-effects were reported by patients. Labour skills may also "evolve" for one function and prove to be useful for another function later. When the Ford motor company was founded in 1903 its first workers were drawn from the bicycle and carriage shops (Braverman 1974, 146) . The assembly line was perfected in the automobile industry but was quickly adopted by a variety of other industries.
Pushing biological analogies a little further, institutions may also be seen as exaptations. Nelson and Pack (1999) argue that the success of Asian economies between 1960 and 1996 was due in large part to the fact that those countries had institutions which could assimilate modern technology. In Taiwan, for example, almost no electronic goods were produced in 1960, but by 1990 they amounted to 21 percent of manufacturing exports (Nelson and Pack 1999, 418) . This kind of rapid adoption of new techniques and processes, requires entrepreneurs and workers with pre-existing skills that can be transferred to other activities.
The widespread acknowledgment of the existence of macroevolution is one of the most important contributions to come out of the punctuated equilibrium debate. That macro evolutionary outcomes cannot be explained solely by micro phenomena is widely accepted by biologists. A biologist generally unsympathetic with the punctuated equilibrium position, Francisco Ayala (1998, 128) writes:
Now, I pose the third question raised earlier: can macroevolutionary theory be derived from microevolutionary knowledge? The answer can only be "no." If macroevolutionary theory were deducible from microevolutionary principles, it would be possible to decide between competing macroevolutionary models simply by examining the logical implications of microevolutionary theory. But the theory of population genetics is compatible with both, punctualism and gradualism; and, hence, logically it entails neither...Hence, macroevolution and microevolution are decoupled in the sense (which is epistemologically most important) that macroevolution is an autonomous field of study that must develop and test its own theories.
The practice that Ayala rejects, that is, deciding between competing macro theories by examining the logical implications of micro theories is exactly the procedure invoked by neoclassical economists. In natural sciences researchers employ a variety of methods and techniques to examine different phenomena at different hierarchical levels. Molecular biologists, geneticists, and ecologists employ theories and empirical techniques appropriate for their subspecialities. In economics, however, attempts to establish independent explanations at the macro level are immediately subject to unrelenting efforts to reduce them to micro-type models. The best-known example is the reduction of Keynes' rich description of the macroeconomy to a sterile, mechanical system by Hicks (1939) , Patinkin (1948) , Samuelson (1947) , and others. The punctuated equilibrium debate is relevant as a general lesson for the social sciences because it demonstrates that a separate theory of macroevolution is needed (see Somit and Peterson 1989) . Since there is no obvious or certainly no unique economic analogue for the biological gene, in economic systems inheritance can occur in different ways and on different aggregation levels. This makes macroevolution in economics even more relevant than in biology. Nevertheless, for the same reasons the opposition between individual or genetic selection versus "punctuationism" and sorting is less concrete and clear in an economic than in a biological context.
An interesting example of sorting at different levels in economics is given by Mokyr (1990, 13) who distinguishes between microinventions and macroinventions. Microinventions are those that involve small, incremental improvements in existing techniques already in use, while macroinventions are radical new changes without clear precedents in their new uses. For Moykr (1990, 13) : "The essential feature of technological progress is that the macroinventions and microinventions are not substitutes but complements." A richer way of seeing this relationship is in terms of nested hierarchies (Simon 1962 , Wollin 1999 . Marginal and revolutionary processes work together in a complex network of bottom-up and top-down influence.
An example illustrating the complex and hierarchical interactions between institutions, technology, and economic evolution is Australia's wine industry (Wollin 1999) . In a remarkably short period of time this industry grew from a mostly domestic enterprise producing an annual output valued at $20 million (AU$) in 1985/86, to an international industry producing an output valued at $234 million (AU$) in 1991/92. Wollin (1999) examines this success in the light of concepts from evolutionary biology. He cites a variety of factors that pre-adapted the Australian wine industry to take advantage of changing international tastes, technological advances, and institutional rigidities that made the European wine industries less able to adapt to new situations. New Australian wine drinkers were not bound by European traditions in wine drinking and were predisposed to experiment in new varieties and tastes. Australian winemakers were also free to experiment with new techniques of making wine and new grape varieties. Wollin (1999, 13) writes of the sudden surge in Australian international wine sales:
The old-world wine producers initially failed to respond to this new challenge. The new and smaller Australian industry group was able to innovate and take a significant share of markets at old-world producers' doorstep, whereas the European industry groups were bound by their traditions, regulations and institutional systems and unable to block the Australian initiative.
V. Reductionism, Holism, Hierarchies and Macroevolution
Many philosophers of science have regarded reductionism, decomposability, and disaggregation as problematic when applied to complex systems. Non-linear model theory has created doubts about the usefulness of striving for microfoundations to describe micro phenomena. It has shown that correct predictions are not possible, even with deterministic models, due to, among other things, non-linear chaos, bifurcations and catastrophes. Practical cases of modelling and theorising show that providing for more micro detail in a description of one compartment of a systems means economising on descriptive and disaggregate detail in another compartment of the same system. Reducing partiality in one dimension usually means increasing it in another. Costanza et al. (1993) note that in theory and modelling a trade-off must be made between the criteria "generality", "precision", and "realism". Neo-classical microeconomics has emphasised generality and precision (see the discussion in E.O. Wilson 1998) whereas institutional and evolutionary economics stress realism. Holism can be defined as the notion that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, a view denied by extreme reductionism and the neo-classical starting point of methodological individualism. Holism means that the characteristics of the whole cannot be derived from a complete knowledge of the parts. The implication is that reductionism will never provide all the answers to questions about the whole system's features. Features of the whole system are said to "emerge" in a deterministic sense. The degree of conflict between holism and reductionism depends on the definition of reductionism. If it includes understanding both the parts and the interactions between the partswhich requires a decomposition of the whole into its parts -then reduction does not seem so antagonistic to understanding the whole. In many cases the reductionism-holism debate is not fundamental and the issue is instead how much complexity regarding interaction among parts is allowed in the description, and whether macro factors or processes may be approximately derived from micro processes. A hierarchical approach can resolve the "which-degree-ofreductionism" debate by understanding or explaining systems on multiple levels rather than reducing all phenomena to a single level, whether micro, macro or meso. In a hierarchical system entities and processes at one level can be made dependent on those at higher or lower levels (upward or downward causation).
The microfoundations controversy, and criticisms of the general equilibrium approach to economic theory, centres on how to explain economic change. Why does the configuration of economic entities differ between two points in time? The neo-classical answer is "efficiency"; those firms or techniques that are "fit", measured by the criteria of economic profit, survive and those that are not fit perish. A hierarchical explanation provides a more general framework in that it recognises the importance of efficiency at the micro level, but also recognises that there may be other factors driving economic change on other levels. Group selection and punctuated equilibria point to multiple levels of selection and imply a macroevolution that is not just microevolution scaled up.
As argued above evolutionary biology offers a reference point for developing a hierarchical perspective on macroeconomics. At the same time the rich history of evolutionary and institutional economics can be built upon. This includes the work of Marx, Veblen, Schumpeter, and Nelson and Winter. In addition, it covers theories of the evolution of hierarchical management organisations (North 1990 , Simon 1962 , Sah and Stiglitz 1986 . Today, however, most of the interesting work on economic hierarchies is being done in the field of management, not economics (Astley 1985 , Betton and Dess 1985 , Stewart 1997 , Romanelli and Tushman 1994 , Wollin 1999 . The existing macroeconomic configuration can be seen as the result of the co-evolution of corporations, governments, and institutions creating an economic world favourable to survival of them.
VI. Breaking the Microfoundations Impasse in Contemporary Economics
Since its inception as a discipline with the publication of The Wealth of Nations over 200 years ago, there has been a steady narrowing of the subject matter of economics (Hodgson 1993a) . The broad view of economics of Adam Smith has been steadily reduced to a theory of the allocation of scarce resources among alternative ends. The almost exclusive emphasis on efficiency has led to a conception of economic evolution analogous to the neo-Darwinian position in evolutionary biology. All change is the result of steady and progressive changes in efficiency at the level of the individual firm. Furthermore, the existing array of firms and techniques in a competitive economy must be the "best" in terms of efficiency since they have survived the natural selection game. The progress-as-efficiency view of the economic world has been enshrined in the microfoundations movement that began in earnest in the 1970s. Within most of mainstream economics explanations of economic change have been reduced to questions of efficiency improvements at the margin. We argue that macroeconomics should draw on advances in evolutionary biology to develop more general theories to explain the rich and varied world of real economic change.
Regardless of the ultimate outcome of the group selection and punctuated equilibrium debates in biology, it appears that higher-level theories make more sense in economics even than in biology. The reason is that economies lack a single selection level due to the fact that they do not have a unique physical inheritance unit comparable to the role of the gene in biological systems. As a result, change is less restricted by historical paths than in biology, and selection or better sorting may occur at various levels, including individual economic agents, stakeholder groups, sectors, products, institutions, cities, regions, countries, and so on. This implies that macro-level economic theories can be formulated without reference to lower level descriptions and that they may complement theories at both higher and lower levels. In this context the opposition of reductionism and holism is of little use. Instead, a hierarchical approach makes more sense, as it would allow for both upward and downward causation. The main implication of macro-level evolutionary theories is that they challenge the micro foundations argument that striving toward efficiency at the firm (or species or gene) level is the sole mechanism driving evolutionary change. This idea and the reaction to it is a central theme that can link contemporary evolutionary theory and economic theory.
